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selected works

culturarium
Soloshow Exo Terra at Kunst(Zeug)Haus, Rapperswil-Jona (CH)
Installation consisting of growtent, LED-light, humidifier, ventilator, wood, mineralsoil, fern, moos, strawsubstrate,
pleurotus ostreatus, pleurotus citrinopileatus and metalrack
variable dimensions
2022

holobiont
color pencil on paper, glas and tape.
50 x 60 cm
2022

clavaria rosea & cordyceps militaris
color pencil on paper, glas and tape.
10.5 x 14.8 cm
2022
right:
Prototaxites
color pencil on paper, glas and tape.
21 x 29.7 cm
2022

The exhibition Exo Terra at the Kunst(Zeug)Haus in Rapperswil consists of
colored pencil drawings which are contrasted with two black growtents.
In the two greenhouses, fragile and artificial ecosystems grow under
atomated conditions over the course of the exhibition. The arranged
dystopian landscape is modeled after a central European forest and
contrasts with the artificiality of the tent and the equipment for climate
control of the fragile ecosystem. In addition, the landscape is covered
with a substrate formation innoculated with two species of fungi of the
Pleurotus family and different types of trichoderma molds. The floral
landscape was created with plants, such as fern, moss and geranium
robertianum from an nearby forest.

Insideview of the installation culturarium

Installationview of the exhibition Exo Terra
Left: Insideview of the installation culturarium

Volatile Spuren (volatile traces)
Dogo Totale at Dogo Residency, Lichtensteig (CH)
Multimedial installation consisting of spruce-branch, projection 1‘11, windharp-soundpiece 10‘12,
aromadiffusor and self-destilled hydrolat.
variable dimensions
2021

el relato de una especie temerosa – The story tale of an anxious species
at Residency program Proyecto URRA, organized by Atelier Mondial
Installation consisting of red claypowder, charccoal, water and wooden board.
Wallwriting 400 x 300cm painting 50 x 80cm
2021

Installation view and close-up of the claypaintings.

work in progress (sueño lucido - lucid dream)
at Residency program Proyecto URRA, organized by Atelier Mondial.
Installation consisting of unburned clay, plant pots, aroma diffusor, self-destilled hydrolates of l. nobilis, p. citriodorum and p. amboinicus and lamp
variable dimensions
2021

The installation sueño lucido consists of four clay sculptures, each made
of industrially produced plant pots and handmade clay heads. Inside the
sculptures is a vaporizer which distributes the scent of the three distillates
throughout the space, creating an olfactory atmosphere. The hydrolates were
made during the residency from plants growing on the grounds using a copper
distillery.

Above: Detail view of a sculpted clay head with the scent of p. citriodorum

Left: Installation view of sueño lucido during day time

mycorrhiza
plate made of soil, oat root in tempuradough, barley koji, hempmiso,
pineair-espuma, pickeled wildgarlic buds, pickeled primerose, giant
bovist powder.
25cm x 25cm
2020

Performative culinary artwork in collaboration with Lino Meister at
Learning from fungus conference with Hannes Mangold, Florian
Walder, Maya Hottarek, Lukas Marsoner, Ilhui Wicki, Laurie Mlodzik
& Mariana Murcia, Mycrobez, Olivier Rossel, Marcel Freymond and
Johannes Willi at PilzWelleLust curated by Juice&Rispetta.

spring awakening
collaborative work with Lino Meister at PilzWelleLust curated by Juice&Rispetta
Culinary installation consisting of soil, alfalfa & cress sprouts, barley koji, shiromiso, tamari, wild garlic on tempura, morel and limefoam.
variable dimensions
2021

Pine Breeze Degustation
Performance at the creek project during DOGO Residency program, Lichtensteig (CH)
Installation consisting of self-constructed twig furniture and alcoholic drinks mixed with
selfdestilled hydrolates of larch, fir, spruce, pine, juniper and moss
variable dimensions
2020

Installation view during opening hours.

Pine Breeze Degustation was a performative Installation at a creek bank near to the little town
of Lichtensteig. The art piece consisted of self constructed twig furniture and moss from the
surrounding area. The public were invited to participate at the tasting of drinks, which I prepared
and served on the constructed bar. The drinks were based on the hydrolates which I prepared
during my stay at the DOGO Residency. The principal components of the drinks were conifer
hydrolates, such as larch, fir, scots pine, spruce, juniper and moss as well.
The art project was centred around the culinary experience inside the natural surroundings, allowing
visitors to emerge fully into the installation. The hydrolates allowed the smell of the conifers and the
moss to be experienced through the sense of taste, which opens a new perspective on how we
experience smell and our natural surroundings.

Limpia
Performance at Ausstellungsraum Klingental (CH)
log, strings, contact microfon, loopstation, cello bow, drumstick, stereo speakers, leaves,
pine frond, protium copal blanco, embers
4qms
2020
audiolink: https://soundcloud.com/lalocuramusic/limpia/s-z3F9thmclbr

Accompanying letter

Distibuted during theexhibition
You are here.
Listen into yourself and perceive your body.
Feel your body in this space. Where are you standing?
Try to mentally engage with this place and its past.
Imagine you are this room.
Who built you?
What have you experienced in the past 727 years?
Who lived in your rooms?
Now devote your attention to the room and your future.
What do you wish for the people who will live and experience this room?
Smoke is a state of transition. There is something mystical about it. For thousands of years,
it has been used in spiritual practices as a symbol of connection to other worlds. In the
fleeting form of smoke, humans seems to seek access to the invisible and intangible. A
widespread concept is the idea that smoke can be a connecting bridge between the living
and their ancestors. Equally widespread is the belief that it can be used to drive away evil
spirits and bad energies.
Manifesting itself somewhere between the solid and the ephemeral, smoke opens up a large
space of interpretation, as if it could draw a picture from another, intangible world, which
we can try to decipher and understand. The initiation ritual Limpia is dedicated to these two
aspects.
Limpia, in English „purification“, is an old spiritual purification ritual from the American
continent, which is still practiced. In Limpia, body and space are cleansed of bad energy and
evil spirits are driven out through a ritual ceremony. The ritual is based on a spiritual holistic
world view in which the invisible is given an important meaning. In contemporary occidental
culture, the worldview is shaped by a strongly scientific perspective. So why is visible
material cleansing, e.g. in the form of mopping the floor or showering, so natural for us and
„immaterial“ cleansing not? Which realities are perceived by certain social groups that we
mistrust in our scientifically shaped view?

Exhibition view of the inauguration performance at the opening of BLANKO at
Ausstellungsraum Klingental.

With the inauguration ritual we simultaneously ask ourselves questions about our connection
to the past and future of the rooms in the former church building. Does a kind of collective
memory exist in the space and in all material things? Is possibly everything about spaces,
atmosphere and body connected spatially as well as temporally? Does matter possess the
ability to remember? Do the massive walls of the former Klingentalchurch remind us of what
lived here? Or are we able to find an access to these memories? Does smoke and ritual
connect us to the past of this place, when nuns lived, prayed and held ceremonies in these
rooms? Do these rooms recall the ceremonial practices of the nuns who accompanied their
masses with incense more than 700 years ago? And what about the future?
Today marks an end and a beginning. Again and again we come to a point where we
become aware of the temporality and pause to orientate ourselves in life. In the same breath
this conscious temporal moment escapes us again, because we are already in an imagined
future. The transience of smoke makes us aware of temporality and helps us to pay attention
to the invisible things. The smoke briefly enables us to catch a glimpse of temporality and
makes us aware of the temporal and spatial conditions of our existence.

Dos personas platicando sobre la existencia humana
(two people having a conversation about human existence)
Installation consisting of beetroot self dyed cotton fabrics, achiote (annato) seeds
drawings, branches and rope
180 x 90cm
2020

Exhibition view at Kaskadenkondensator.

Alles und Nichts I, II, III (Everything and nothing I, II, III)
Groupshow with Silvia Studerus and Esther Hiepler at Kaskadenkondensator, Basel
Installation consisting of sculptures made out of soil, wood, wire, mirror, moss,
variable dimensions,
2020

The installation is part of an ongoing research into the
relationship between human kind and its natural surroundings.
The soil sculptures take reference from mythological stories such
as the creation of Adam and Eve or the jewish tale of Golem.
Soil as an element has been seen in many cultures as a place
of origin, birth and fertility. Therefore the element awakens a
human longing of connection with its natural environment, which
at the same time paradoxically evokes our fear, insecurity and
mistrust towards the unknown. We create symbols and concepts
such as the taijitu to understand our own relationship and our
feelings towards our natural surroundings. Somehow, many
symbols such as taijitu have become meaningless because of
its excessive use and its commercialisation. Quoting Einstein,
„The more I learn, the more I realize how much I don‘t know.“
we become aware of the fragility of our knowledge and of our
despair to understand ourselves and the world.
The title Alles und Nichts I, II, III is related to a philosophical
idea of existence, which takes an important roll in the Buddhist
philosophy. Here, again involving the concept of an interlaced
monist and dualist world-view, which seems to contradict itself.

Auf der Suche nach dem hollistischen Gefühl
(Searching for the hollistic experience)
at T66, Freiburg im Breisgau (DE) during Regionale 20
Installation consisting of a self dyed cotton textile with beetroot and
an acidated drawing with bleach
fabric 70 x 190cm
2019

Masks
at T66, Freiburg im Breisgau (DE) during Regionale 20
Installation consisting of 4 chrome steel masks, artificial lawn, wood, branches
18cm x 50cm
2019

Above and Left: Exhibition view of the charcoal drawing and masks.

Trazos (Traces)
Dresscode, curated by Martin Hartung at Städische Galerie Stapflehus, Kunstverein Weil am Rhein
during Regionale 20 (DE)
Installation of branches, aluminium wire, self dyed organic cotton T-Shirts,
Urban plants used as coloring matter, bleaching chlorine
0.05m x 2.8m
2018

Exhibtion view at FAQ Galerie, curated by Simon Wunderlich, Christian Valenzuela and
Louise Mestrallet.

Trazos is a processual installation. The work evolved from a previous
work called Superior at Espace Libre, where I explored urban spaces
to collect different plants to use as colouring matter for the textiles.
As an artist who grew up within a generation which has already an
alienated relationship to its natural environment, I was particularly
curious about the nostalgia that resonated in our generational
understanding of nature and origin.
The T-shirts have cartesian coordinates of the specific plant location
bleached onto the fabric that have been dyed with different plants,
found in the urban setting. They were presented on a wooden branch
clothes rail and were for sale.

It‘s not easy, but it‘s simpel.
at Kunsthaus Baselland (CH)
Installation view of welded, burnt and bent 6mm square-cuts of steal
7m x 4m x 4m
2018

It‘s not easy, but it‘s simple is a sculptural drawing, which
incorporates itself into the particular architecture of the
exhibition space. By using a square steal, to bend it into the
shape of a minimalistic drawing, it creates a tension between
its very firm materiality and its opposite fragile content and
form.

©Martin Buehler

above and right: detail views of figures

Superior
at Espace Libre, Biel (CH)
Installation consisting of logs, dyed cotton textile,
urban plants used as coloring matter, bleaching chlorine,
sand, charcoal, woodland collected pine-resin.
3m x 15m x 4m
2018

Detail view of a log covered by a sand pile
which serves as an underlay for the burning
of the collected pine resine from a nearby
forest.

Left: Exhibiton view at Espace Libre

buscando mi espacio (looking for my space)
at Cuba en el 72, Mexico City (MX)
Wood sculpture, essential oils (pine and oakmoss),
geosmine, artificial turf, silicon and yellow pigment.
3m x 1,5m x 2m
2017

Exhibition view at As a fly circles the lightbulb
Left: Alpin Air, Aromadiffuser and essential oil, composition
by Moodmountain® 15 x 15 x 110 cm 2018
Above: Moss, Room intervention with Schönschnabelmoos.
2018

The installation consisted of timber-sculptures
attached to a log and maculated with silicon.
All the structures were lubricated with the
essential oils of pine and oakmoss as well
as the logs, which where lubricated with
the molecule Geosmin to fool our senses
by suggesting a ‘natural’ smell in the space
despite its industrial fabrication.

Bosque - Als sähen wir den Wald vor lauter Bäume nicht. (Forest – As if we did not see the wood for the trees.)
at Galeria Autonoma, Mexico City (MX)
Wood sculpture installation consisting of timber, logs, essential oils (pine and oakmoss), geosmine, silicon and green/yellow pigment‘s.
12m x 9m
2017

© Kristina Reyes

Als das Hier den Ort nicht fand (When the present didn‘t find a place)
at HGK Campus, during Oslo Night Festival
Collaborative work with Raphael Reichert, Laura Mietrup, Chris Handberg and Mattania Bösiger
Installation of moss, wood, plaster and neon lamps.
340 x 340 x 270 cm
2014

Right: Exhibition view from the inside, with sight to the entrance.
Above: Exhibition view of the selfbuild cube

